
WHITE PAPER

FlokiCoin is a decentralised token on BSC blockchain. Our mission is to recreate modern community driven by

digital platform in a devolved manner.

FlokiCoin community recognised that nationally and globally calculated traditional economic stability based on

inflation and deflation of mainstream currency that control our livelihood and creates social disparity for

generations, when one nation overdevelops and progress in their own economic sector and others under

developed or under produce their wealth.

This monetary inequality continues for the past few generations where people being forced to concentrate of rich ,

fame and wealth in one part of the planet , and lack of development and high inequality in the marginal

regions.FlokiCoin supports decentralised community based platform without a third party control to create more

equal distribution of people wealth and resources on a global scale.

That’s why 10% of FlokiCoin will be donated to 2 charity organisations across the globe to fight  against global 

warming . Recently we have witnessed - Lytton, a village in British Columbia, became the first place 

in Canada to record a temperature above 113 degrees Fahrenheit on Sunday, with the thermometer hitting 116 

degrees. That’s why we love Elon Musk who started to show the world and business leaders that together with 

innovative technology like modern electric car , satellite and space mission can change the world for good and 

find another planet for our forever exitance . 

FlokiCoin will invest in our food chain by supporting farmers in poorer countries and work with 2 non profit 

originations to save endangered species . 

FlokiCoin community accepted that there are not many or shall we say adequate computer coding education 

system across the world therefore we want to create a global online platform where children from all backgrounds 

can learn computer coding free of cost between age 12-18 . All of this will create a FlokiCoin community where 

we can live without social disparity between us and live as more equal.  

FlokiCoin was deployed on 4th of July , 2021 and the max supply is 1 Sextillion . We don’t believe on pyramid 

offer to attract our holders to invest in FlokiCoin , instead we have decided to look into this in an intuitive way to 

start a decentralised community project with true purpose of charitable, technology  and educational advancement 

to bring stability between in our traditional and modern economic and social system. 

//////////////////////// Controversial Framework RIGHT or WRONG   

////////////////////                      

Futuristic FlokiCoin 

///////////////////                      

Votes & Survey

We want digital currency to take lead on the future financial 

system where CenFi &  DeFi will allow people to lend and 

borrow between peer to peer directly without intermediaries. 

This way community members can have similar services 

offered by their traditional financial sector but hold the terms 

of their own.

That’s why FlokiCoin is an ERC20 token as an experimental  

project led to a sister token announcement in the very near 

future called “BRITKOIN”. 

FlokiCoin community will launch FlokiCoin Swap by then end 

of this year and it‘s most ambitious project is yet to come 

which is to work with best developers in our generation to 

create a proof of stake (POS) coin used by renewable 

energy . 

The development of this key framework will give us much 

quicker, easier, and simplified decentralized platform to have 

better stable digital currency that meets public and 

administrative expectation . 

//////////////////////// MISSION

Donate

10% FlokiCoin to 4 global 

Charities chosen by 

Holders Vote 

5% to support Space 

Mission

Fight Against Global 

Warming 

Invest in our food chain

Invest in space mission 

Invest in free computer 

coding education

40% FlokiCoin will be 

availbe for Trade

5% for marketing and 

liquidity 

35% FlokiCoin Will be 

Burned   

● 10% Donation for good causes 

● 5% for Space Mission

● 5% for Free Coding Education

● 40% for public access

● 5% for marketing and Liquidity

● 35% Automatic and Manual Burn 

Breakdown of 100%    

FlokiCoin Distribution 

www.FlokiCoin-crypto.com

Invest

5% FlokiCoin for free 

online coding education 

platform for children age 

between 12-18 

It’s time to take digital currency platform seriously as traditional system with fiat money as legal tender doesn’t 
provide equitable distribution of global wealth due to lack of central of similar economic developments across the 
continent and regions , high business costs and a wider perception that the certain people, nations and market are not 
a viable target groups .  

That’s why here at FlokiCoin we believe through centralised and decentralised digital currency will provide basic 
human needs by creating community driven economic platform . We all know our current wealth system and in the 
form of fiat money is created by deposits whenever the traditional fiat holders make a loans . 

FlokiCoin community aim to use same principle in a decentralised and centralised digital platform without third party 
involvement and the community members are the sole owner of the economic system with an array of products and 
services defined by our community primary mode of operation. 

Our aim to go back to such appropriate community based global economic system where decentralised and 
centralised digital economic system will create social,ecological as well as economic measures. We want to see a 
public lead consciousness investment where community credit system and groups will determine of where and how 
digital money spend , or where the credit goes and take part of decision-making  . We want to move way form the 
private matter under the current economic system. 

Votes

Each FlokiCoin Holder will automatically become Flocky 

community member, and each member has one vote 

regardless of their amount of FlokiCoin in the selection 

process to choose over 40 charity organisations across the 

globe to make our planet a better place to live and keep it fit 

for human habitation for the future generations to come .

Voting rights are proportional to the number of wallets 

owned, with a maximum of 5 votes allowed per community 

member. 

Survey

FlokiCoin team will carry out baseline mass survey every six 

months amongst holders to learn about the holders view and 

ideas to develop it’s marketing and futuristic FlokiCoin 

strategic plan making the community more inclusive. 

Our aim is to do gap analysis that measures and monitors 

the level of inclusion in our community that help to reduce 

inequality and injustice that can be over comed with 

togetherness.

FlokiCoin (@FlokiCoin_community) / Twitter

WARNING: 
The information contained in this whitepaper is for basic reference only without any effective 

or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment and is not investment 
advice in any form.

http://www.floki-crypto.com/
https://twitter.com/floki_community


R o a d  M a p

https://twitter.com/FlokiCoin_community
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2
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•PR & Marketing

•Website Launch

•GitHub Account Update

•CoinGeco Listing

•Nomics Listing

•CoinMarket Cap Listing

•Liquidity add in Pancake Swap 

•1000 Holders

•More Developer Hire

•2000 Telegram Members

•1000 Twitter Members

•Website Redesign

•2000 reddit

•5000 Holders

•List FlokiCoin in Bitbns

•List FlokiCoin in MXC

•List FlokiCoin in Hotbi

•Launch British Koin a sister 

Token

•1st Online Charity Event

•10000 Twitter members

•10000 reddit members

•100000 Holders

•10000 Telegram

•List FlokiCoin in BitMart

•List FlokiCoin in WhiteBit

•List FlokiCoin in Gate.IO

•List FlokiCoin in Burency

•List FlokiCoin in ZBG

•Donate 10% FlokiCoin for 

Non profit Space Mission

•Donate 25% FlokiCoin to 40  

different Charities across the 

globe

•Launch FlokiCoin Block 

Chain

•Launch FlokiCoin Coin

•FlokiCoin Swap

•List FlokiCoin in Binance

•List FlokiCoin in Coinbase

•List FlokiCoin in Gemini & 

Kraken

•List FlokiCoin in eTORO

•Launch the POS Coin  

Project 

10% 5%

5%

40%

35%

5%
1 Sextillion FlokiCoin Distribution in Quintillion 

4 Non Profit Charaties

Space Mission

Free Computer Coding
Education
Public Exchange or Trade

Automatic & Manual Burn

FlokiCoin including but not limited to the overall project, the token, website, smart contracts and any community 

marketing (FlokiCoin ) as presented in this white paper is not licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment 

service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. 

Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the social media platform is intended only as a basic 

reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. FlokiCoin 

is a fully and completely decentralized and community driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, 

managers, directors or other figures or entities exerting any form of governance; the FlokiCoin smart contracts are open-

source, security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. 

DISCLAIMER :

FlokiCoin aims to create decentralised COMMUNITY to allow its holder and non profit originations to trade assets by 

swapping it’s tokens without relying on third party . We want to take Defi platform into the next level and truly make it 

outstanding community credit system and make true difference in our community and our planet. 

Finally “FlokiCoin“ inspired by ELON MUSK’s shiba dog and we love ELON, DOGECOIN ,BTC,BNB AND ETH.  Regards –

RIKU  

WARNING:                           

The information contained in this whitepaper is for basic reference only without any 

effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial 

environment and is not investment advice in any form.

https://www.FlokiCoin-crypto.com/

Our Flokinomics


